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From the author of the phenomenal New York Times bestseller, Confessions of an Economic Hit

Man, comes an exposÃ© of international corruption, and an inspired plan to turn the tide for future

generationsWith a presidential election around the corner, questions of America's military buildup,

environmental impact, and foreign policy are on everyone's mind. Former Economic Hit Man John

Perkins goes behind the scenes of the current geopolitical crisis and offers bold solutions to our

most pressing problems. Drawing on interviews with other EHMs, jackals, CIA operatives, reporters,

businessmen, and activists, Perkins reveals the secret history of events that have created the

current American Empire, including:Â How the defeats in Vietnam and Iraq have benefited big

businessThe role of Israel as Fortress America in the Middle EastTragic repercussions of the IMF's

Asian Economic CollapseThe current Latin American revolution and its lessons for democracyU.S.

blunders in Tibet, Congo, Lebanon, and VenezuelaFrom the U.S. military in Iraq to infrastructure

development in Indonesia, from Peace Corps volunteers in Africa to jackals in Venezuela, Perkins

exposes a conspiracy of corruption that has fueled instability and anti-Americanism around the

globe, with consequences reflected in our daily headlines. Having raised the alarm, Perkins

passionately addresses how Americans can work to create a more peaceful and stable world for

future generations.Â 
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It is often the personal stories that tell the bigger truths. As with Barbara Ehrenreich's intensely



personal Nickel and Dimed, Perkins' story illuminates a larger picture in a way that more scholarly

treatises cannot match. I value the perspective I get from Noam Chomsky and Chalmers Johnson

and many others who have written about our modern empire. None of these works, though, explains

it from the ground up. Perkins does that.In this book, written in spurts since the early 1980s, Perkins

really does tell it like it is. This is the book I have been waiting for, the book that fills in the blanks left

behind by the writers of global theories, the book that tells us how it really happens. It is one thing to

read that the United States engineered ousters of democratically-elected leaders who did not do the

bidding of our corporations. It is another to read of the actual steps that led to these actions. As one

who likes to be able to visualize all the steps, I found great comfort in reading a well-written personal

story that allows me to do this.In this rightly-named confession, Perkins puts on his hair shirt and

chastises himself as he explains how he gave in to temptation again and again over several

decades, while he worked to build an American corporation's profits at the expense of third-world

countries. He does not describe in detail the benefits he accrued from being Satan's handyman. We

do not hear stories of his exploits with women, of his flaunting his power, the meat of a LifeTime

movie. These fruits of his labor are glossed over in favor of greater descriptions of the occasional

pangs of conscience.Take it as a given, then, that Perkins was right for the job of economic hit man

because he was so easily tempted by material wealth, power, and adulation.
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